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Opening my laptop to watch an episode of the Anna delvy show  
All my friends left me 
I’m in a four more wines kind of mood 
Hana is scared of me  
We r scared of mice 
We have no toilet paper left 
I want to make a fire in this fire place  

I am unexpected 
Unexpectedly wearing a ~leather jacket 
I can’t wear my favourite leather jacket anymore cos its giving too much 
Joan jet 
There r a lot of autumn leaves in the studio 
We drink the left over wine from the bar 
Callum is a good editor 
Hana says I’m someone precisely because I am not 
I’m wearing Timberlands for some reason  

I’m going flatline  just to cope with how annoyed I am  
I’m in an old man kind of mood 
My worst qualities are getting shitty and being naïve 
Olive has the best style  

Hana set her hair on fire 
At my show Graces jacket caught on fire 
And someone got strangled 
We need to hire security 
We put an ad on gumtree but nobody would wear a suit 
Supposedly I don’t have any mental illness left 
Since going off [redacted] I’m now scared of junkies and ghosts 
I’m also prone to 

Playlist 
 



Going catatonic 
As described by Roland Barthes 
‘I am waiting for a telephone call, and this waiting makes me more anxious than usual. I try to do 
something, but without much success. I walk back and forth in my room: the various objects— whose 
familiarity usually comforts me— the gray roofs, the noises of the city, everything seems inert to me, cut 
off, thunderstruck— like a waste planet, a nature uninhabited by man.’ 
How I feel at parties 
I used to eat porridge 
But now I eat carrots 
Cantaloupe 
Compte and baguette 
Orange juice  

Hana’s paintings are in the gallery  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 

Figuration, sincerity, stupidity, obviousness are to be avoided 
Tentative brushstrokes convey emotion 
 
I only use brushes once 
single use  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Hana gets paper cuts from glitter  
I have an excellent pincer grip  

There are moments of violence and carelessness  

Saying It looks like a [redacted] is an insult  

Merlin carpenter says painting is like printing money 
I like his hand tho  

Hana uses minimalist techniques 
Cheap oil and glitter 
Deep folds from painting un stretched 
The best artists have the most interests 
Are the best at experiencing art  

The tall canvasses were 
Very simple and this is the power , how immediate it can reach your gut then your heart then water in your 
eyes. I can feel it in my forehead. 
The top layer is awareness  

The Order of Things Goes Like This 
1) Talent, Bravery like power  

2) Curiosity/ discernment = honest/real opposite of paranoid/trapped 

3) Subtlety; like style  

 
Wash me 

Its a bit falling apart  

 
Everything has an abandoned quality  
And an emptiness  



Callum says “a girl walks through time square'  
 
I say  
 
A girl drinks beer 
A girl needs new shoes  
A girl is normal 
Has interests 
And is melancholic  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
The chorus is dressed as birds clouds or frogs and mimic their gestures  
The chorus drinks beer in new shoes 
They wish they had a gallery 
A friend 
A exhibition text written by a person  

A man is laughing outside 
I light my cigarette with a match 
I recall a conversation that annoyed me  

Dot dot dot 
The vibe is 
Awake for too long and its starting to get weird 
Noticing lines on the road  
 

I used to enjoy nights 
I used to enjoy getting teased 
Someone putting a bag over my head and pushing me on the road Going to the townie 
Making an outfit 
Making an accent 



Hana likes  
Lipstick 
Fun  

 

Theres Hot Garbage 
Stranglings 
Sodden tracksuits 
Farm snobs  
Chuegy millennial crap 
Chuegy crap like a stick wrapped in spiderwebs 
Like crap like 
Women fighting in the street 
Shy ladies  

There’s girls, ladies and women (TR)  

 

I don’t get people  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Cbf with the BS of maintaining 
So so so and so  

 



I’m addicted to starting new businesses  

Actually 
I started a business 
Called little Broccoli Exhibition Photography 
Dm me for all you exhibiton photography needs 
Available in Melbourne, you can count on lbep to fulfill all your exhibition photography needs  
With skill and respect for each gorgeous piece.  

 

Prank calling kaia gerber 
Prank calling paul kupo posing as an amazon worker 
Billy talked in an indian accent 
We slept in billys bed 
We cooked a south african sausage  

Paul Curran says  

20.1 
A) Do not look at the cameras or the sound crew. 
B) Stand in the sunlight in the middle of the tower. 
C) Wander around a lingerie shop looking at the different mannequins. D) Enter a jewellery shop and 
smash one of the counters 
E) Put on a necklace and walk out of the shop  

 

I say 
8.7 
A) Do not look in corners, near piles of clothes, at holes in the walls B) Lie in bed, positioned where these 
areas are out of sight 
C) Play music 
D) Drinking wine may help with anxiety 
E) If you need to pee do so with haste  

[How to deal with Mice]  

I say 
6.4 
A) Hi Molly 
B) big holes in the floor and walls C) sink leaks 
D) very dusty 
E) no hot water  

[texting the real estate agent]  

I say 
A) Hi Rosa 
B) The ceilings are high 
C) The walls need spot cleaning  



D) The outhouse needs cleaning 
E) The sofa on the balcony needs removing 
 
[speaking with the end of lease cleaner] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I say 
A) Nothing 
B) Sure 
C) Do you have a lighter D) Nothing 
E) Nothing  

[at a party]  

 

I say 
A) Crap 
B) Sodden 
C) Deranged 
D) No 
E) Everything in the most accurate way  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

info@asbestos.fail 


